
The Thousand Thrones 
General Notes 

 

Disclaimer: These are my personal notes and NPCs for the TTT campaign chapter 1-5. They 
were never intended for release, but since a few people expressed an interrest I just put it 
out there for download. Hope it's somewhat useful for you when running TTT.  I haven't 
converted all NPCs, since for some of them it's easy to simply use standard NPCs from the 3rd 
ed. books. 

Nemesis Sheet 

 When the players arrive at the Crusade camp in chapter 3, "The Unholy Crusade" nemesis sheet can be 

introduced. 

 This nemesis sheet will apply to all forces opposing the players and not just one group in particular. 

 It can be adjusted as players succeed, fail or advance too slowly in terms of opposing "the enemy". 
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The Thousand Thrones 
Chapter I  

 
The Hounds of Crab Lane (p. 30) 

 Gambling with Pim is resolved with competitive skullduggery checks. Set up a track to determine who 

wins. Place a tracking token for the players and one for Pim on the first green piece. When the players 

reach the event piece Pim will start cheating. Pim has two expertise dice in Skulduggery. 

 Each round the players and Pim roll competitive skullduggery (Int) checks and each success exceeding the 

opponents successes move one space along the track. If more boons than banes is generated the 

opponents token can be moved one space back, regardless of successes. A chaos star adds a black die to 

the next skullduggery check (cheating or gambling, whichever is first). 

 Before each roll the players can roll an opposed (Observation(Int)) skullduggery (Ag) check to cheat. If 

they get at least one success they may add one white die to their next check to gamble. If they get 

more boons than banes they may add another white die. If they get more banes than boons they must 

add a black die. If they roll a chaos star and have no successes they are caught red handed. 

 If Pim is caught cheating he refuses and any further discussion on the matter leads to the players being 

thrown out of the gambling den. If the players play smart and try to convince Pim that knowledge of his 

cheating will hurt their business, they may make a Guile (Fel) opposed by Pims Intelligence. If they get 

at least one success he stops cheating for the rest of the game and lets the players leave unharmed. If 

they get two or more boons as well as at least one success he agrees to immediately hand over Jurgen 

Baers belongings. 

 

Into the sewers (p.32) 
 If the players have Jurgen Baers map they must roll an easy (1d) Observation (Int) check to find their 

way around the sewers. They need three successful checks to find the cults lair. Each check they roll 

results in an encounter. If they roll more banes than boons or a chaos star it will be a combat 

encounter. Otherwise it will be a non-combat encounter. 

 If the players are not using Jurgen Baers map they must roll average Intuition (Int) checks to find their 

way around the sewers. They need five successful checks to find the cults lair. Each check they roll 
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results in an encounter. If they roll more banes than boons or a chaos star it will be a combat 

encounter. Otherwise it will be a non-combat encounter. 

 Mould: If the red mould is disturbed each player must roll 4 misfortune dice. Each challenge gives 

the player a wound that cannot be soaked. A bane gives the player a random critical wound. If the 

players state they cover their mouths and noses they only roll 2 misfortune dice. If a player takes at 

least one wound from the mold he becomes Intoxicated for 24 hours. At the end of this period the 

player must pass an average (2d) toughness check or discover that his body is covered by strange red 

growths as the mould begins to take root. Each day the player can attempt an average (2d) toughness 

test to remove the mould. If two of these daily tests fail in a row, the players wound threshold is 

permanently reduced by one. 

 What's this green Glowing Ball: This skaven weapon is thrown using ballistic skill 
(Ag). If the ballistic skill fails the globe is dropped but it isn't shattered, but if a chaos star is also rolled 

on a failed ballistic check then the globe shatters at the feet of the one throwing it. Everyone in the 

engagement where the ball is shattered comes under the effect of this gas. Roll 3 misfortune dice each 

round. Each challenge results in a wound for those affected. Two or more banes make the cloud dissolve 
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The Thousand Thrones 
Chapter II 

 

 Enter the Blauesblut: The players have to make an average (2d) Observation check to 

spot the Blauesblut trailing them. 
 

 Pfeifeldorf renown tracker: The actions of the PCs influence how the villagers react 
to social interaction. Create a track and let it start in the middle piece. Every time a player acts badly 

move the track one piece to the right. Every time the player acts friendly move it one piece to the left. 

Each piece to the left adds a fortune die to any social actions and each piece to the right adds one 

misfortune die to social interactions. 

 
 Gambling with Reinhardt Neytz: To make Neytz talk the players must trick him 

into drinking three beers and the easiest way is to gamble with him and the loser has to drink a beer. 

Create a track with four pieces. The token starts on the first piece and each time the players win a 

round the token is moved one space as Neytz drinks a beer. Once the token is at the final piece, Neytz 

will spill his beans. 
 Each round the players and Neytz roll competitive skullduggery (Int) checks and if the players have the 

most successes then move the token one space along the track. If more boons than banes is generated 

the gambler may add a white die to his next skullduggery check to gamble. A chaos star adds a black 

die to the next skullduggery check (cheating or gambling, whichever is first). 

 Before each roll the players can roll an opposed (Observation(Int)) skullduggery (Ag) check to cheat. If 

they get at least one success they may add one white die to their next check to gamble. If they get 

more boons than banes they may add another white die. If they get more banes than boons they must 

add a black die. If they roll a chaos star and have no successes they are caught red handed. 

 If the players are caught cheating they are immediately thrown out of the inn and their Pfeifeldorf 

renown is moved one space to the right. Neytz never cheats. 

  



 

  



 



The Thousand Thrones 
Chapter 3 

 

The Siege (p. 67) 

 Set up a track with six spaces. 

 If the confrontation with the mutants ended in peace, advance the tracking token two steps 

 Every time the players kill a Beastman, advance the tracking token by one step. 

 If a player is killed advance the tracking token one space. 

 When the tracking token reaches the end of the track, the elves arrive. 

 

The Crusade (p. 71) 

 Set up a track with 5 red tracks to the left, a middle neutral track and 5 green tracks to the right. The 

tracking token starts two spaces left of the neutral space. 

 Every space to the left adds a misfortune die to dealings with the crusade 

 Every space to the right adds a fortune die to dealings with the crusade 

 Every time the players prove their loyalty or otherwise impress the inner circle of the crusade, advance 

the tracking token one space to the right. 

 Every time the players fail the inner circle, gets caught snooping around or does something to show they 

are not loyal, advance the tracking token one space to the left. 

 Readers Note: In this chapter I simply used standard NPCs for the mutants and beastmen, from the ToA. 

I used the stats on the vampire boss from last chapter in case they wanted to fight Mad Orlock 

 

 



The Thousand Thrones 
Chapter 4 

 

Kidnapped (p. 92) 

 Set up a track for the investigation with 12 tracks. This track is smoke and mirrors, but it should give 

the players a sense of accomplishment when they advance in their search. The players get a fortune point 

for every second advancement on the track (or pick the most important advances). 

 Advance the track one space when (one time rewards, no repeating): 

 The players find Jans note 

 The players succeed in an easy (1d) charm check and get a bit of gossip from the locals about 

Estleman. 

 The players interview Estlemann at the temple 

 The players find Estlemann's cache and get the names of his customers 

 The players find the connection between the tin badges and Ansel 

 The players find Richard Raush's shop 

 The players confront Ansel and discover that he is The Mask 

 The players find Ansel's journals 

 The players find the connection between "Helmgarts First Blood" and the first edition of 

Helmgarts Blood on the Reik. 

 The players find Ansel's hidden journal (#10) 

 The players discover where they need to go next (Ruhrhoff) 

 

Rooftop Chase! (p. 104) 

 Copy 8 copies of the rooftops below and lay them out as explained in chapter 4 

 Players make Athletics checks to chase the thief across the roof tops. 



 Modifiers for each type of roofs, 

plus the number of successes it takes to cross 

are marked on the map piece. The checks are 

extended, so players save up successes to cross a 

roof. It is possible of course to cross one roof 

and use any additional successes as progress on 

the next roof 

 Every time a player transitions 

between a 5 storey and a 6 storey building 

(either way) he must make an easy (1d) athletics 

check. If he fails this check he will drop down 

on his belly and spend the next action holding 

on to whatever he can find and can't move on 

his next turn. If the player rolls a chaos star on 

this check (and fails) he falls down. 

 If players fall down they will most 

likely die, but who knows what could happend if 

they spend some fortune points. 

 The players can make two rolls to move on their turn or make one roll and take another action. It's not 

allowed to spend fatigue to get extra rolls. 

 Other than that the chase follows the general idea and principles as written in TTT. 

 Readers Notes: I used stats for the "Obese Cultist" from chapter 5 for Butcher Groff  

  



 

  



 

 

 



The Thousand Thrones 
Chapter 5 

The Journey north 

 Readers Notes: No special rules used for this chapter. The malady leaders use spell action cards from 

Signs of Faith and the names on those NPCs refer to the cards from that expansion. 

  



 

  



 

  



 

 

  



 



The Thousand Thrones 
- Chapter 6 
Here are my notes for chapter 6 of The Thousand Thrones. From 

this chapter onward I am using creature and action cards from 

the creature guide and creature vault, to make my preparations 

easier. Some NPCs may be listed as a +1 (or more) version of a 

creature card. This means that 1 is simply added to all this 

creatures key (GM discretion) characteristics and other stats 

(including A/C/E and wounds). That means you need the 

creatures guide and/or the creatures vault to use some of my 

NPC notes. 

 

Difficulty of checks 
I use a basic template to find the difficulty of skill checks. I 

don't always follow this, but it's the basic template for 

converting the checks. 

 +20% or more = Simple (0d) 

 +10% - +19% = Easy (1d) 

 -10% - +9% = Average (2d) 

 -11% - 30% = Hard (3d) 

 -40% or more = Daunting (4d) 

 

 

Encampment conditions 
Every 48 hours in the camp, the players must make an easy 

(1d) resilience check or draw a random disease (or symptom if 

they already have a disease). 

 

House of Death 
Apart from chokeweed extract, Boris sells other remedies. You 

can look in liber infectus for a list of possible herbs he can sell 

to the players. 

 

Chokeweed extract 
When someone has imbibed the extract they begin to choke. 

They must roll a resilience check every minute starting out with 

a simple check (0d) and adding one challenge die each minute 

until they reach the maximum daunting (4d) difficulty. The 

chokeweed extrack lasts 5 minutes, but every time one or more 

chaos stars are rolled an additional minute is added to the 

duration up to a maximum of 10 minutes. A failed check gives 

the victim a number of fatigue equal to the number of challenge 

dice rolled. If the victim passes out he dies. The victim can use 

talents to recover fatigue, but it's not possible to use assess the 

situation. On a successful first aid, fatigue is recovered instead of 

wounds. One such first aid check can be made every 10 minutes. 

 

Heralds of the New Dawn Extra 
handouts from the TTT expansion 
I placed an extra black tent in the camp, belonging to the 

vampire. Inside the players are able to find handout #36, #38 

and #39 from the TTT expansion. If you aren't using the 

expansion just skip this. Inside the cryptex depicted on handout 

#39, the players can find handout #37, #40, #41. I don't 

use a lot from the expansion, but these handout add flavour to 

the story and I like them. I also placed handout #35 from the 

expansion along with handout #20 from the original TTT. The 

expansions: http://www.liberfanatica.net/TTT.html 

 

 

The Play 
Rules for running the play with 3rd edition. 

 
Practicing the lines for the play 
The players must make an average (2d) intelligence check to 

learn the lines of the play. If a player has a performance 

specialty for the Tradecraft advanced skill, then the check is 

simple (0d). If the player does not have the performance 

specialty, but is currently is a career with a focus on public 

speaking or similar, then the check is easy (1d) Possible careers 

could be agitator, dilettante, performer or any the GM finds 

appropriate. Every success and boon on the roll grants one 

fortune die to performance checks during the play. If the check 

fails the player adds 2 misfortune dice to all performance checks 

during the play. All performance checks are based on Fellowship. 

 

The acts 
Use the regular timetable from TTT to run the play. No special 

rules are needed for the play, but it's a good idea to have 

players present in all three areas (audience, on stage and 

backstage). 

 

Smoke bomb 
If the players fail to disarm the bomb, then roll one challenge 

die. On a chaos star the bomb malfunctions and does not go off. 

If the bomb goes off everything within close range of the device 

http://www.liberfanatica.net/TTT.html


is covered in smoke. This results in 4 misfortune dice for ranged 

attacks inside or into the smoke. All melee attacks inside the 

smoke adds 2 misfortune dice. Elf and dwarf vision does 

decrease this penalty. 

 

Opening the Cryptex 
To open the cryptex the players have to make one or more 

daunting (4d) Education (Int) check. They need to get a total of 

5 successes. Any boons add a fortune die to the next check. 

 

NPCs for chapter 6 
Here's the NPCs for this chapter. You will need the creature 

guide and/or creature vault to use some of this information. Use 

the Undead creature group sheet for Lord de Trois. 

 

 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 



The Thousand Thrones 
- Chapter 7 
Here are my notes for chapter 7 of The Thousand Thrones. I am 

using creature and action cards from the creature guide and 

creature vault, to make my preparations easier. Some NPCs may 

be listed as a +1 (or more) version of a creature card. This 

means that 1 is simply added to all this creatures key (GM 

discretion) characteristics and other stats (including A/C/E and 

wounds). That means you need the creatures guide and/or the 

creatures vault to use some of my NPC notes. 

 

 

Difficulty of checks 
I use a basic template to find the difficulty of skill checks. I 

don't always follow this, but it's the basic template for 

converting the checks. 

 +20% or more = Simple (0d) 

 +10% - +19% = Easy (1d) 

 -10% - +9% = Average (2d) 

 -11% - 30% = Hard (3d) 

 -40% or more = Daunting (4d) 

 

 

Maps for this chapter 
Using Gitzmans huge map I have cut out the areas relevant to 

this chapter. They are in the "maps chapter 7.pdf" file. 

 

 

The Miragliano Puzzle Box 
Just use daunting(4d) or easy(1d) intelligence checks depending 

on referencing the Miragliano Model or not. A custom handout 

for the note inside the box is at the end of this document. 

 

 

The Ordeal of Morr 
Ascending the mound requires 10 successes on an average(2d) 

athletics or coordination check. Create a progress track for this. 

The skeletal challenge can be resolved by the characters making 

hard(3d) athletics/coordination checks instead. If skeletal hands 

grab the players, then one wound is suffered on all failed checks 

to ascend the mound, one wound is suffered for each remaining 

bane on a failed check and two wounds are suffered for each 

chaos star even on successful checks. If the player is KO'ed on 

the mound he is dragged underground and turned into a 

skeleton. 

NPCs for Chapter 7 
NPCs are listed here. I am trying as a test this time to just use 

the creatures guide/vault NPCs, with modifications and action 

cards. I simply put the individual NPCs in small bags with all 

their cards, ready for use. Let's see how that works out.  

 

 

Farouk, Assassin Priest of Corpus 
Aeternum 
Use the Dark Elf Assassin stats with these modifications: 

 No Dark Elf racial abilities 

 Nimble Strike Action Card 

 Acrobatic Strike Action Card 

 Agile Strike Action Card 

 

 

Jorgen & Jamal 
Use the Witch Elf stats with these modifications: 

 No Dark Elf racial abilities 

 Nimble Strike Action Card 

 Agile Strike Action Card 

 

 

Darius Geistwächt, Grand Abbot of 
Blessed Aethelbert 
Use the Priest, Expert NPC with these alterations: 

 Intelligence, Willpower and Fellowship +2 

 All Morr blessings 

 Wounds = 14 

 A/C/E = 4/5/4 

 

 

Hortatius, Master of Novices 
Use the Priest, Expert NPC with these alterations: 

 Intelligence, Willpower and Fellowship +1 

 5 random Morr blessings 

 Wounds = 14 

 A/C/E = 3/4/3 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tunnelway Coachmen (Karin & 
Lothar) 
Use the stats for Ruffian. 

 

 

Black Guards of Blessed Aethelbert 
Use the stats for Soldier with these alterations: 

 Armor Soak: 5 

 Defence: 3 

 Wounds: 17 

 Strenght and Toughness +2 

 Great Weapon (7 damage, CR 2) 

 Stance: Conserrvative 3 

 Weapon Skill trained: 2 

 

 

Ghosts at The ordeal of Morr 
Use the stats for Tomb Banshees from the Creature guide/vault. 

 

 

Styrigen Challenge 
Use the stats for Crypt Ghouls from the Creature guide/vault with 

the following modifications: 

 Wounds = 18 

 Strenght +1 

 Toughness +1 

 A/C/E = 6/3/3 

 Stance: R2 

 

 

Rikki-tik, Clan Eshin Spy 
Use a Clan Eshin Assassin with the following modifiers on top of 

the basic template. 

 +1 Strenght 

 +1 Agility 

 Weapon skill trained: 2 

 Coordination Trained: 2 

 A/C/E = 5/6/4 

 Wounds = 14 

 Nimble Strike Action Card 

 Acrobatic Strike Action Card 

 Agile Strike Action Card 

 

 

 

 

 Skaven Night Runners 
Use Gutter Runner statistics with the following modifications: 

 Wounds = 11 

 Weapon skill trained: 1 

 

 

Sir Rolph van Loenen 
Use the stats for Soldier with these alterations: 

 Armor Soak: 5 

 Defence: 3 

 Wounds: 20 

 Strenght +3  

 Toughness +2 

 Great Weapon (7 damage, CR 2) or Lance (6 damage, 

pierce 1, CR 2, +1 fortune die when mounted) 

 Stance: Conserrvative 4 

 Weapon Skill trained: 3 

 Ride Trained: 2 

 

 

Raven Knights of the Shroud 
Use the stats for Soldier with these alterations: 

 Armor Soak: 5 

 Defence: 3 

 Wounds: 18 

 Strenght and Toughness +2 

 Great Weapon (7 damage, CR 2) or Lance (6 damage, 

pierce 1, CR 2, +1 fortune die when mounted) 

 Stance: Conserrvative 3 

 Weapon Skill trained: 2 

 Ride Trained: 2 

 

 

Skeletons & Zombies at the wedding 
Use the normal stats for zombies and skeletons. 

 

 

Lydia von Carstein 
Use the regular Vampire stats with the following modifications: 

 Doombolt action card 

 

                                                                                            



Handout inside the Miragliano Puzzle Box 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  



 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

  



 



TTT Chapter 8 
I have this time tried a new setup for my NPCs as I wasn't 

happy with the way I did it in chapter 7. This time I have put 

all characteristics, skills and action cards in the notes. What I 

personally do is to use the creatures guide and players guide 

(pdf versions) and copy paste the relevant actions into a 

document ready for use. I can't supply you with these of course, 

but it's fairly easy and means you can create action sheets for 

each encounter or group of NPCs. 

 

Difficulty of checks 
I use a basic template to find the difficulty of skill checks. I 

don't always follow this, but it's the basic template for 

converting the checks. 

 +20% or more = Simple (0d) 

 +10% - +19% = Easy (1d) 

 -10% - +9% = Average (2d) 

 -11% - 30% = Hard (3d) 

 -40% or more = Daunting (4d) 

 

Maps for this chapter 
Using Gitzmans huge map I have cut out the areas relevant to 

this chapter. They are in the "maps chapter 8.pdf" file. 

 

Chaos Troll and a dying slayer 
As the players get near the Teeth of Dzedven, they hear combat 

and fierce combat roars. If any dwarves are near it's clear that 

it's a dwarf cursing his opponent and calling on the might of 

Grimnir. When they enter the circle of stones they witness the 

frenzied slayer being hit by a troll wielding a giant club. The 

slayer is thrown across the stone circle and hit one of the great 

standing stones... dropping down, dying. The troll turns and 

growls at the players. If the players defeat the chaos troll or 

somehow rescue the dwarf they find out that he isn't quite dead. 

He can't be saved, but he has a few curses left in him. He gives 

his giant axe to any dwarf and asks him to bring glory to this 

great weapon. The statistics of this gromril axe can be found in 

the gromrilaxe.pdf file. The axe is inscribed with dwarven runes. 

 

Olavs relics 
These relics give players 1 fortune die to all relevant checks. 

 

NPCs 
Here you'll find the NPCs for chapter 8. They are organized with 

characteristics, skills, action cards etc. The creatures vault/guide 

may be needed for these NPCs. 

 

Frank 
Leader. He has a hand weapon and wears a filthy robe. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

4(5) 4(1) 4(1) 3 4 3 5/3/2 17 R3 

 

Skills: Weapon Skill(1), Intimidate(1) 

Action Cards: Beat Back, Improved Parry, Riposte, Disorienting 

Strike 

 

Rolf & Wensky 
Human servants. Hand Weapon, robes. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

3(5) 3(1) 5(1) 2 3 3 4/2/1 14 R1 

 

Skills: Basic 

Action Cards: Basic 

 

Ham 
Mutant, hand weapon, robes. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

5(5) 5(2) 4(1) 3 4 3 6/2/2 19 R4 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(2) 

Action Cards: Reckless Cleave, Thunderous Blow 

 

 



Phineas Vanderhoff 
Witch hunter. Full plate, superior hand weapon, pistol 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

5(6) 6(5) 5(2) 5 5 4 7/5/4 22 R4 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(3), Ballistic skill(3), Intimidate(2), Athletics(2) 

Action Cards: Improved dodge, Improved parry, Riposte, Dramatic 

flourish, Judgement of vengeance (insanity severity 4), Execution 

shot, Snap shot,  

 

Brute Squad (4) 
Vanderhoff's brutes. Hand weapon, crossbow, chainmail, kite 

shield. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

4(5) 4(3) 3(2) 2 3 2 5/2/1 18 C2 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(1), Ballistic skill(1) 

Action Cards: Sword and board, Improved block, Immobilising 

shot 

 

Shabrak 
Robe, staff, spells. Shabrak can try to enchant a human male. 

The target has to make a discipline (WP) check with a hard(3) 

difficulty. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

3(4) 4(2) 4 5 5 5 6/5/4 18 C4 

 

Skills: Spellcraft(2), Channeling(2) 

Action Cards: Improved Counterspell, Steal life, Curse, Lightning, 

Black Nimbus of Arnizipal, Soul Drain, Shroud of Invisibility 

 

 

Black Ice 
Bite, claws, breath attack. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

5(5) 6(4) 5(3) 2 3 1 6/1/3 20 R5 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(3) 

Action Cards: Bestial Frenzy, Headlong Charge, Inescapable power, 

Rend the flesh, Savage Strike, Vicious bite 

 

Chaos Troll 
A very vicious troll warped by chaos. Great weapon, natural 

armor. Regeneration (regenerates 2 normal wounds at the end of 

each turn). Magic resistance (all spells add an extra challenge 

die), Terror 2. The troll is wounded and has 7 wounds at the 

start of the fight (that is, it can take 18 more wounds). 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(1) 

Action Cards: Vomit, Flying debris, Thunderous blow, Beat back, 

Rend the flesh 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

8(8) 7(4) 2(1) 1 3 1 5/0/2 25 R4 



Sven and Giorgi 
Strigany servants of Szevelk. Hand weapon, mail shirt, pistol. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

4 3(3) 4 4 4 3 5/2/2 14 C2 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(1) 

Action Cards: Surprise attack, Setup strike 

 

Ghoul Maidens 
wedding dress, claws, bite. Fear 1. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

4(5) 5(1) 4(1) 2 3 5 6/2/3 12 R4 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Vicious Bite, Rend the flesh, No Escape No hope. 

 

Szevelk, Strigoi vampire 
Uses the Undead party sheet. May use the blood pool to heal 

wounds. Claws (counts as a hand weapon), bite. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

6(6) 7(4) 8(3) 4 6 2 7/4/6 25 R3/C3 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(2), Intimidate(2), Guile(3), Skulduggery(3) 

Action Cards: Vicious bite, Rend the flesh, Seized by blood lust, 

Assassins Strike, Improved parry, Improved dodge, Riposte. 

 

 

 

 

 

Chaos Organ 
The chaos organ adds both reckless and conservative stance dice 

to its checks.  

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

6(6) 7(3) 1 1 3 4 5/0/2 18 R2+C2 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: No Escape No hope, Capture and contain, Craven 

attack, Demonic strike 

 

Piotr Tomorov 
Fat, ugly merchant. Hand weapon. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

3(5) 4(1) 3(1) 6 4 4 3/5/2 16 C3 

 

Skills: Guile(2), Charm(1), Intuition(2), Observation(2), 

Leadership(1) 

Action Cards: Fluster, Honeyed words, Staring contest 

 

Gregor Tomorov 
Hand weapon. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

4(5) 5(1) 4(1) 1 3 2 5/0/1 16 C2 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(1) 

Action Cards: Basic 

 

 

 

 



Hanna Reinholt 
Priestess without the ability to use blessings. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

2 3 3 4 5 5 3/4/2 14 C2 

 

Skills: Piety(2), First aid(3), Medicine(3) 

Action Cards: None 

 

Olav Pendestäg 
Hand weapon, shield, chain shirt. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

5(5) 4(4) 3(2) 3 4 3 6/2/3 18 C3 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(2) 

Action Cards: Improved parry, Improved block, Sword and board, 

Setup strike 

 

Typical Blood Dragon 
Plate mail, great weapon. Uses the Undead party sheet. May use 

the blood pool to heal wounds. Claws (counts as a hand 

weapon), bite. The blood dragon may block with its great 

weapon. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

8(7) 7(6) 5(3) 4 6 3 7/3/6 25 R5 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(3) 

Action Cards: Improved block, Counterblow, Improved parry, 

Improved dodge, Riposte, Reckless cleave, Troll feller strike, Flight 

of the phoenix, Cloak of dragonscales. 

 

 

 

Typical Lahmian 
Chainmail, hand weapon(x2). Uses the Undead party sheet. May 

use the blood pool to heal wounds. Claws (counts as a hand 

weapon), bite. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

6(5) 5(4) 7(5) 6 6 7 5/5/5 18 C5 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(1), Observation(3), Skulduggery(3),  

Action Cards: Improved parry, Improved dodge, Riposte, Acrobatic 

strike, Double strike, Nimble strike, Assassins Strike. 

 

Typical Necrarch 
Staff, chain shirt. Uses the Undead party sheet. May use the 

blood pool to heal wounds. Claws (counts as a hand weapon), 

bite. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

7(5) 6(5) 6(3) 6 7 1 6/5/5 18 C4 

 

Skills: Spell craft(2) 

Action Cards: Improved parry, Improved dodge, Riposte, Raise the 

dead, Relentless horde, Arcane bolt, Doombolt. 

 

Typical Strigoi 
Uses the Undead party sheet. May use the blood pool to heal 

wounds. Claws (counts as a hand weapon), bite. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

7(5) 6(3) 5(3) 5 6 5 6/4/5 20 C3/R3 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(1), Guile(3), Skulduggery(3) 

Action Cards: Vicious bite, Rend the flesh, Seized by blood lust, 

Assassins Strike, Improved parry, Improved dodge, Riposte. 

 



Typical Von Carstein 
Plate and chain mail, hand weapon, Shield. Uses the Undead 

party sheet. May use the blood pool to heal wounds. Claws 

(counts as a hand weapon), bite. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

6(5) 6(6) 6(4) 6 5 8 6/6/5 18 C4/R4 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(2), Intimidate(2), Guile(3), Charm(3), 

Observation(2),  

Action Cards: Improved block, Improved parry, Improved dodge, 

Riposte, Counterblow, Setup strike, Sword and Board, Shield slam. 

 

Masked Escorts (4) 
Chainmail, great weapon. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

4(7) 4(3) 3(1) 2 3 2 4/1/1 15 C1 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(1) 

Action Cards: Improved parry, Thunderous blow 

 

Male Gospodar Winged Lancers (30) 
Full plate, lance, hand weapon, shield. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

5(5) 4(5) 4(3) 4 4 3 6/2/3 17 C3 

 

Skills: Weapon skill(1) 

Action Cards: Improved block, Sword and board, Counterblow. 

 



 











TTT Chapter 9 
This is the final chapter of The Thousand Thrones. I will use the 

same setup for NPCs as I did for the last chapter. I have 

personally bought a players vault and an adventurers kit (extra) 

and then simply insert the actions for the NPCs into plastic card 

sheets (room for 9 cards). This makes it easy to prepare before 

the session. 

 

Difficulty of checks 
I use a basic template to find the difficulty of skill checks. I 

don't always follow this, but it's the basic template for 

converting the checks. 

 +20% or more = Simple (0d) 

 +10% - +19% = Easy (1d) 

 -10% - +9% = Average (2d) 

 -11% - 30% = Hard (3d) 

 -40% or more = Daunting (4d) 

 

Timeline 
To represent the timeline for this final chapter, set up The 

Eldritch Circle nemesis sheet and use the agenda tracker to show 

when the ritual is completed. Most likely there will be less than 

7 hours left when the players reach the womb. Place a token on 

the appropriate space, so one space represents one hour. The 

stability track is ignored. 

 

Spellcraft checks 
When using spellcraft outside the womb, but near the pond roll 

one extra challenge die on all spellcrafting checks, seperately 

from the main dice pool. Disregard any results that aren't a 

chaos star. Inside the womb roll two seperate challenge dice and 

use any chaos stars rolled. 

 

Magical sight 
Characters using magical sight sees the strange visions of the 

womb as detailed in the chapter. The first time a chaos star is 

rolled on a magical sight check, the character receives a random 

permanent insanity- 

 

Mutation 
Each hour the characters spend in the womb they must make a 

daunting (4d) resilience check or gain one corruption. 

 

Over the hills & Through the woods 
The trip to the womb takes 4 hours, but if the players hurry 

they can make an average (2d) athletics check. One success lets 

them get there in three hours while three successes and a boon 

lets them get there in two hours. Each bane gives the players 1 

fatigue. Only one player needs to make this check, but he gains 

one misfortune die for each party member with a toughness less 

than his. 

 

Lorinoc and the kithband 
The players can make a charm check to convince the elves to 

join forces. The difficulty varies depending on what has happened 

between the players and the elves during the campaign. If the 

players persuade Lorinoc that they are on the same side, they 

join forces with the players. Hand the players the stats for the 

kithband party and let them control the elves in combat. This 

will make the journey into the womb easier. If the players got 

less than three successes on the check to charm Lorinoc and a 

chaos star as well, the elves will turn on the players when they 

have all three keys. 

 

So the front door? 
Any characters who touch the cave painting and gets black dust 

on him has 2 extra defense against the black witch. 

 

The false keys 
Players who carry one false key gains a fortune die on relevant 

checks. A character who carried two keys from different chaos 

gods gets a penalty of one misfortune die. A character carrying 

three keys from different chaos gods must make a hard (3d) 

resilience check or receive one corruption point. Carrying keys 

from all four chaos gods summons four daemons (whatever the 

GM likes). All bonuses and penalties are cumulative.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NPCs 
Here you'll find the NPCs for chapter 9. They are organized with 

characteristics, skills, action cards etc. The creatures vault is 

needed for these NPCs. For Lorinoc and his kithband warriors, 

use the stats from chapter 6 but give Lorinoc ballistic skill (2) 

and his kithband warriors ballistic skill (1). The monster party 

sheets can be used as well. Undead, Swarms, Beastmen, Chaos, 

Daemons and Greenskins are all relevant sheets for the NPCs. 

 

 

Nurglings 
Infesting the pond 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

3(3) 3(2) 3(2) 3 3 3 2/5/1 7 R1 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Festering Strike, Swarm of filth 

 

One eyes serpents 
Infesting the pond 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

3(4) 3(2) 4(2) 1 2 3 5/0/1 8 R1 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Tooth and claw 

 

Chaos Slime 
A puddle of light blue slimy fluid. Fear 1. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

3(4) 6(5) 1(1) 1 2 2 6/0/2 18 C3 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Slobber!, Demonic strike 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chaos spawn 
Do not suffer critical wounds. After a chaos spawn completes a 

melee attack, roll a fortune die. On a hammer result, the chaos 

spawn may immediately perform a basic melee attack. It may 

continue to perform additional melee attacks until it no longer 

rolls a hammer on the fortune die. Terror 2. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

6(5) 6(2) 6(0) 2 1 1 5/0/1 14 R1 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Demonic Strike, Feathered Frenzy, Mauling blow, 

Run Amok. 

 

Soulstealer 
In any round where the soulstealer suffers at least 1 wound but 

fails to inflict a wound in return, it is banished back to the 

realm of chaos. As an action the soulstealer may become 

invisible. In this state it can't be targeted by ranged attacks 

(magic too). To detect the soul stealer in close range observers 

need to succeed on an observation check against the soul 

stealers agility (stealth). Even when the soul stealer has been 

spotted, attackers must add two misfortune dice to their dice 

pool. Each point of damage it inflicts with Ghostly howl also give 

the target an equal number of corruption points IF he already 

has corruption points. If the target has no corruption points he 

just suffers the wounds. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

4(5) 4(1) 7(3) 3 5 3 6/4/2 17 C3 

 

Skills: Stealth (3) 

Action Cards: Demonic Strike!, Ghostly howl 

 

Ruprecht Hahn 
Powerful chaos sorcerer who is horribly mutated. He is with his 

familiar and four plaguebearers. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

3 6(5) 4(2) 7 7 3 7/6/5 20 C4 

 

Skills: Spellcraft (dark magic) (3) 

Action Cards: Plague Mass, Cloud of flies, Arcane Bolt, Nurgles 

Touch, Miasma of Pestilence 

 



Ansad 
Demonic familiar. Any character within close range must make an 

easy (1d) willpower check or lose one point permanently from 

fellowship. Anyone wounded by Ansad must make an easy (1d) 

resilience check for normal wounds and an average (2d) 

resilience check for critical wounds or draw a random disease. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

2(4) 3(2) 5(3) 3 3 3 4/5/2 8 C1 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards Tooth and claw:  

 

Boil, Fester, Rue and Tumor 
Plaguebearers. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

5(5) 5(4) 2(1) 4 4 2 5/2/2 20 C2 

 

Skills: 

Action Cards: Festering Strike, Leprous Blow, Demonic strike. 

 

The Vampires 
Use the general statistics for vampires of different blood lines 

from chapter 8, but give each vampire 5 extra wounds. 

 

Flamer of Tzeentch (3) 
A strange demon. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

4(5) 5(1) 6(2) 3 4 2 6/2/2 16 R2 

 

Skills: Ballistic skill (1) 

Action Cards: Scorching Flames, Demonic Strike 

 

Sad Saul 
A sad sad purple maggot. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

4(5) 5(1) 5(2) 2 3 1 4/2/2 20 C3 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Stream of Bile, Purulent Attack 

 

 

Minotaurs (2) 
These two huge chaos minotaurs are locked in battle. They are 

happy to meet someone new to kill. +1 damage against 

critically wounded targets. After killing an opponent, use a 

maneuver to heal 1 wound and gain 1 agression. Otherwise lose 

1 agression. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

8(7) 7(4) 4(2) 3 3 2 7/2/3 20 R4 

 

Skills: Weapon Skill (1) 

Action Cards: Improved dodge, Improved Parry, Riposte, Combat 

Focus, Troll-Feller strike, Reckless Cleave 

 

Daemonette 
A seductive demon os Slaanesh. A living opponent within close 

range of the daemonette suffers 2 misfortune dice to weapon 

skill and willpower tests. Using winning smile the daemonette can 

delay a characters desire to attack one round and on a sigmars 

comet influence another character. With honyed words the 

daemonette can delay one persons attack for one round. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

4 5(2) 6(4) 3 4 8 5/6/3 16 R3 

 

Skills: Charm (3), Guile (3), Skulduggery (2) 

Action Cards: Improved dodge, Nimble Strike, Beguile, Winning 

Smile, Honeyed words. 

 

Ghoul Brutes 
These ghouls cause fear 2. Ghouls cannot suffer fatigue/wounds 

for extra maneuvers unless they are controlled by someone else. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

5(5) 4(3) 3(1) 3 3 1 6/0/3 15 R2 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: A bone to pick, Seized by bloodlust 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sorrow Swarms (4) 
Swarms of big evil butterflies. Melee attacks scoring a sigmars 

comet forces the target ro make a discipline check against fear 

1. Area of effect attacks ignore the swarms soak (3). 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

3(3) 4(3) 5(1) 1 3 1 3/2/2 18 R2 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Induce panic, Drag down, Relentless horde.  

 

Vignar 
Vignar is a powerful Norse chaos warrior. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

7(6) 6(5) 4(4) 3 4 3 7/3/4 22 R4 

 

Skills: Weapon skill (3) 

Action Cards: Improved Parry, Improved block, counterblow, 

Riposte, Skulls for the skull throne, Rampaging mutation, Brutal 

assault, Reaving Strike 

 

Chaos Marauders (varies) 
Vignars troops. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

5(5) 5(2) 3(2) 2 3 2 5/2/1 16 R2 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Reaving strike, Brutal assault 

 

Flesh Hounds (Varies) 
Dogs of war. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

5(5) 6(2) 3(1) 1 4 1 6/0/1 15 R2 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Go for the throat, Vicious bite 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gronk 
About the NPC 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

8(7) 7(4) 4(2) 3 3 2 7/2/3 22 R4 

 

Skills: Weapon skill (1) 

Action Cards: Undying ferocity, Fearsome charge, Bestial howl, 

Savage strike, Bezerker Slash, Improved dodge 

 

Bestigors (Varies) 
As long as Gronk is still alive the beastmen have a fortune die 

to melee attacks and inflict +1 damage. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

6(5) 6(3) 4(2) 3 3 2 6/2/2 16 R2 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Bestial Howl, Savage strike, Fearsome charge, 

Undying ferocity 

 

Gors (Varies) 
As long as Gronk is still alive the beastmen have a fortune die 

to melee attacks and inflict +1 damage. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

5(5) 5(2) 4(1) 3 3 2 4/2/1 12 R1 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Bestial howl, Savage strike, Fearsome charge 

 

Ungors (Varies) 
As long as Gronk is still alive the beastmen have a fortune die 

to melee attacks and inflict +1 damage. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

4(5) 4(1) 4(0) 3 3 2 3/3/1 8 N/A 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Savage strike 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Warhounds (Varies) 
About the NPC 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

5(5) 6(2) 3(1) 1 4 1 6/0/1 15 R2 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Go for the throat, Vicious bite 

 

Chaos Furies (9) 
Flying demons. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

4(4) 4(2) 4(4) 3 2 2 3/3/1 12 R2 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Aerial assault, Strafing talon strike 

 

Black Orcs (12) 
When critically wounded inflict +1 damage with melee attacks. 

Add a fortune die for attacks against dwarves. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

6(7) 6(3) 3(2) 2 4 2 6/1/2 18 R2 

 

Skills: Weapon skill (1), Resilience (1) 

Action Cards: Pigsticks, Stomp, Da' big smash, Crush 'em good, 

Warpath, Ed Butt. 

 

Mad vampire 
Use statistics for a typical Von Carstein vampire from chapter 8. 

 

Patchwork Men (2) 
Strange beings, animated by dark magic. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

6(5) 6(0) 1 1 1 1 6/0/2 30 C4 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Mighty Blow, Grapple 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abomination Spider 
Roll 5 misfortune die. Each bane and challenge means the 

players meet one of these spiders. If they inflict a critical wound, 

the target is poisoned and must make a resilience check with 

the difficulty of the critical wounds severity or be immobilized 

for that many rounds. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

4(4) 4(1) 5(2) 1 1 1 5/0/1 25 R2 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Inescapable power, Aigle strike 

 

The Black Witch 
The black witch has a very powerful version of beguile that 

allows her to make people do unspeakable acts. Some actions 

may allow the target a hard (3d) or average (2d) willpower 

check, depending on the circumstances. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

7(8) 10(5) 8(5) 10 8 8 10/10/10 35 R10 

 

Skills: Spellcraft (3) 

Action Cards: Black nimbis of Arnizipal, Shroud of invisibility, 

Doombolt, Scything death, Bolt of change, Black breath of death, 

Soul drain, Assassins Strike, Sorcerous strike, Beguile. 

 

Karl 
The boy everyone is talking about. 

St To Ag Int WP Fel A/C/E W Stnc 

2(3) 2(1) 3(2) 4 4 6 4/3/1 8 C2 

 

Skills: None 

Action Cards: Basic 
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